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Summary: Today, Brazilian airline, Gol announced its codeshare agreement with American Airlines
(AA). The move is the latest development in US airlines’ shuffle for LatAm feeder networks and
places Gol at the top of the leaderboard as a partner in U.S./LatAm’s largest airline partnership by
flights, with 88 domestic and 16 international flight destinations, and 179 international
destinations through its codeshare agreements. As stated in our previous note (9/27/19), AA offers
an ideal match for Gol, adding thirty (30) U.S. destinations from Gol’s São Paulo, Rio de Janeiro,
Brasília and Fortaleza routes to the existing two (2) to Miami and Orlando. In contrast, Gol’s
previous partner, Delta, offered only three (3) daily flights to the U.S. Now, with Gol and AA
partnered, a Delta and LATAM partnership seems more likely, and may prove a better fit.
This most recent development in the Gol story is a positive one, backed by robust fundamental
performance, and numerous macroeconomic tailwinds, including easing cost pressures, favorable
f/x and oil movement and BZ airline consolidation. Guidance provided by the company implies
4Q19 results will be strong, in line with seasonality, but also reflective of its improved profitability
and rationalization of its balance sheet. Assuming midpoint cash outflow (US$235 – 352 mm)
and FY19 Pro-Forma EBITDA of US$1,057 mm (based on Gol guidance 1/8/2020), we estimate
2.9x pro-forma net leverage (incl. operating leases) for FY19. Based on ongoing fundamental
strength, we anticipate this multiple will continue to contract, exemplifying the company’s sound
liability management strategy.
We reiterate our ‘Positive – Swap’ rating on the convertible 3.75% 24s, based on attractive
volatility spread (50% 100D vs. 24% IVOL).
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FY19 Pro-Forma Results:
Gol’s recent as of 1/8/2020 guidance shows EBITDA margins of 37-39% for 4Q19 (3Q19: 31%,
4Q18: 36%), in line with its seasonally high performance and improved profitability. Assuming
midpoint cash outflow (US$235 – 352 mm) as a result of the recent Smiles/Gol exchange (see
12/18/2019 note for details), and FY19 Pro-Forma EBITDA of US$1,057 mm, we estimate 2.9x
pro-forma net leverage in FY19. We anticipate this multiple will continue to contract based on
Gol’s ongoing fundamental strength, improved operating synergies post the structural
reorganization of Smiles, and sound liability management strategy.

FY19 Pro-Forma Cash Flow (US$MM)
Revenue
EBITDA
EBITDA margin
(-) Capex
(-) Interest Paid *
(-) Cash Lease *
(-) Cash Taxes Paid **

2019
3,473
1,057
30%
(177)
(131)
(334)
(24)

Pro-forma FCF (Before WK and taxes)

390

*Average 2017-2018. Cash lease includes Aircraft Rent (IS) and Lease Payments (CF) to reflect
impact of IFRS 16
** Based on revenue, pre-tax margin and effective income tax rate guidance. Assumes 50% cash tax
payment based on historical tax expense and income tax paid

FY19 Pro-Forma Leverage

US$MM

FY19 Pro-Forma EBITDA *
3Q19 Gross Debt
Cash **
Net Debt
Pro Forma Gross Leverage (Gross Debt (incl op leases) / FY19 Pro-Forma EBITDA)
Pro Forma Net Leverage (Net Debt (incl op leases) / FY19 Pro Forma EBITDA)
* Based on Gol Guidance as of 1/8/2019
** Assumes midpoint cash payment on Gol redeemable shares

Convertible Valuation:
CONVERTIBLE BOND
Country of Risk
Industry Group
Ticker
Coupon
Maturity
Amount Out (mm)
Rank

GOL EQUITY
FINANCE SA
Brazil
Airlines
GOLLBZ
3.75%
7/15/2024
425.0
Sr Unsecured

Mid Price
Mid YTM

109.7c
1.49%

Share Conversion Price

20.25

Parity
Premium

82.5
27.8

1,057
3,485
441
3,044
3.3x
2.9x

Convertible Valuation (cont’d):
EQUITY
Share Price as of 2/4/2020 (USD)
Current Market Cap (US$ bn)
Net Leverage (Net Debt / LTM EBITDA)

GOL US
16.62
3.0
2.7x

BCP Credit Spread Estimate
Realized Share Volatility (100D)
Implied Volatility
Fair Value (vs 100D realized vol)
(Rich)/Cheap %
Delta
Bond Floor

455
49.7%
24.4%
125.7
12.4%
81.7%
91.1

Implied Share Volatility
(ATM 30D listed calls)

51.9%

* Source: Equity information sourced from Bloomberg. Convertible pricing as of February 4th 2020.

We reiterate our ‘Positive – Swap’ rating on the convertible 3.75% 24s, based on attractive
volatility spread (50% 100D vs. 24% IVOL).
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